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Abstract. Weibo, a Twitter-like online social network in China. The statistical analysis indicates that,
most weibo users will use the emoticons when they release tweets. And it is more intuitive to observe
the user's sentiment attitude through these emoticons. The purpose of this paper is dividing the weibo
text into four categories: happy, sad, angry and disgust, according to the expression of emotion and
attitude. This paper uses the Naive Bayes classification method, in the division on the training set,
collect 165 commonly used emoticons and 200 sentiment words.According to the emotion intensity
that the emoticons and emotion words expressed, give various weights. By computing the emoticons
and sentiment words’ weighted average value, determine the classification. At the same time, use the
category balance method to keep the proportion of four categories balance in the training set, to
prevent classifier deviation. Through the experiments, the classification accuracy can reach 78.89%.
Indicate that this method can get a better result in weibo text sentiment classification.
Introduction
With the constant development of social networks, people are more willing to express their views
through weibo and blog community, comment on the hot spots. So that through the weibo, blog and
product evaluation and so on to understand the social network user's emotional tendency has been
widely concerned by the academic community. Sentiment analysis based on weibo data is a
challenging task, in recent years, has sparked research interest of scholars [1].
At present, the main research methods of sentiment analysis are some traditional algorithms based
on machine learning. Such as SVM, information entropy, CRF and so on. These methods are summed
up in 3 categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and semi supervised learning. And
most of the current researches based on supervised learning have achieved good results [2]. However,
supervised learning relies on a large number of manually labeled data. Makes the system based on
supervised learning need to pay a high labeling cost.
At present, weibo sentiment analysis, have already achieved some results. Zhang Chenggong [3]
etc. and Wang Yong [4] etc. use the method based on the polarity lexicon to divide the weibo text into
positive and negative. Zhao Jichang [5] etc. use the emoticons as the basis for dividing the training set
and use Naive Bayes method to classify the sentiment into four categories. Li Dong [6] etc. use
statistical analysis methods to classify the sentiment of weibo text.
In this paper, we mainly use the improved training set divide method. Assign values for a small
amount of emoticons and sentiment words, according to the weighted average value of the emoticons
and sentiment words in weibo text to divide the training set. Using Naive Bayes method for sentiment
classification. As the experiment proves, using this method can significantly improve the accuracy of
classification.
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Data and Methods
Data Acquisition and Preprocessing. All data are getting from Sina weibo. Through the interface
provided by the official, 200 weibo texts can be collected every time. We collected a total of about
100000 weibo texts. Because of there are a lot of garbage weibo texts, such as advertising, etc. So
filter out this part of the data. In addition, there are links and other contents in some weibo texts, and
this paper does not take this part into account, therefore also filter out. At last, get 68446 valid weibo
texts.
Dataset Partition. First, according to the statistical results of the emoticons appearing in about
100000 weibo texts, we have selected 165 emoticons which are the most frequently used. According
to the emotional attitude and intensity that the emoticons expressed, give them different values, range
of -10 to 10, take integer. -10 represents the most negative emotions, 10 represents the most positive
emotions. At the same time, 200 sentiment words with the highest frequency of daily use are selected
from the dictionary HowNet [7], 100 positive and 100 negative. Use the same method to give different
values to the 200 sentiment words. In the course of assignment, in order to avoid the subjective
influence, there are 5 people doing this work. Finally, integrated the views of 5 people.
On the division of the training set, the method of calculating the weighted average value is used.
Use Eq.1 to calculate the weighted average value of all the emoticons and sentiment words that appear
in weibo text. n represents how many kinds of emoticons and sentiment words in a weibo text. Wi
represents the weight of each emoticon and the sentiment word. Ci represents the times that the same
emoticon and the sentiment word appear in a weibo text. Then divide the dataset by the average value
S. For S, if S<-6.5, then classified as angry, if -6.5  S<-3.5, then classified as sad, if -3.5  S  0, then
classified as disgust, if S>0, then classified as happy. The final results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1． Classification result
Emotion

count

sad
happy
angry
disgust

8940
27267
3654
28605

type

Experimental Analysis
In order to avoid the small proportion of the classification at a disadvantage, so as to affect the
accuracy of the classifier. Use the category balance method [8] to balance the number of weibo texts
for each category of the training set. Finally, from the divided dataset randomly select data, each
category has 3654 weibo texts, as experimental data.
Naive Bayes algorithm [9] is used as a classification method. For a weibo text T, use NLPIR [10]
for word segmentation. NLPIR is a Chinese word segmentation system developed by the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. After the word segmentation, remove stop words, punctuation and other
useless information, we got the words sequence {Word i } of T, where Word i is a word and i is its
position in T. From the labeled training set, we could obtain theWord i ’s prior probability of belonging
to the emotional type is
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Where j = 1,2,3 or 4, n j (Word i ) is the times that Word i appears in all the weibo texts in the
category Typej and Laplace smoothing is used to avoid the problem of zero probability. Then, for an
unlabeled weibo text t with words sequence{Word i }, its category could be obtained as

Type* (t )  arg max j P(Type j )i P(Word i | Type j )

(3)

Where P(Typej )is the prior probability of Typej . In this paper, Typej is 0.25.
The experiment of this paper uses 5-fold Cross-Validation model. The experimental data is divided
into 5 equal parts, 4 parts as training set, and 1 part as test set. For each part, the proportion of the four
categories is equal. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 2.
Table 2． Experimental Results
Test
set

angr

sad

y

disgu
st

happ
y

Exp

2924

680

653

387

618

Exp

2924

665

647

382

621

Exp

2924

660

668

386

607

Exp

2924

620

658

360

636

Exp

2923

648

635

393

610

1
2
3
4
5

Pre
cision
79.
95%
79.
17%
79.
37%
77.
77%
78.
20%

Conclusion
In this paper, we use the naive Bayes algorithm to classify the collected weibo data, and use weighted
average method to calculate the weighted average value of emoticons and sentiment words on the
division of training set. And use the category balance method to balance the proportion of data in each
category of the training set. In the experiment, the 5-fold Cross-Validation model is used to test the
method of this paper.
Experimental results show that, using the method proposed in this paper can get a better result for
weibo text sentiment classification. The average accuracy can reach 78.89%.
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